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                    	NEW O’Sullivan Observation: I Spy with My Little Eye
Tuesday, 9th April 2024
Last weekend at Royal Randwick, racegoers were treated to a smorgasbord of quality racing despite earlier concerns about how the deluge of rain might impact results. Whilst not everything went to plan for the favoured runners, by and large the results panned out as well as many would have hoped for. What has emerged from Day 1 of The Championships is a very interesting observation from WFA Rating expert Daniel O’Sullivan that, if not black-booked, ought to be stored away in the noggin for future reference. According to his racing.com report, O’Sullivan ranked the Gr3 Kindergarten (1100m) victory by 2YO Zoustar colt Espionage as being marginally better than that of Manaal (Tassort) in the Gr1 Sires Produce Stakes (1400m) later on the card. Given the latter’s exceptional Golden Slipper sectionals, it begs the question: how would Espionage have gone in the Slipper if not balloted out? We’ll never know, but the form assessor infers he could have performed pretty well given the historically high 99 rating he achived on Saturday, a figure he suggests could see Espionage a competitive runner in the Coolmore Stud Stakes at Flemington later this year. It also adds further kudos to the unprecedented group of juveniles from the Waterhouse-Bott stable this season which have cut a swathe through the 2YO feature ranks.
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	NEW Never Say Never for Guineas Hope Battle Cry
Tuesday, 9th April 2024
In a visually impressive display of determination, Battle Cry (No Nay Never) surged from the rear of the pack to claim victory in the Ballylinch Stud “Red Rocks” Stakes at Leopardstown over the weekend for Ballydoyle as the new flat season in Europe starts to evolve. According to timeform.com, Aidan O’Brien's 3YO colt had last been seen at Doncaster in October, where he was withdrawn from the Gr1 Futurity Trophy due to agitation in the stalls. Previously, he had shown promise with a second-place finish behind stablemate and fellow No Nay Never colt Mountain Bear at Dundalk, a performance validated by the latter's subsequent success at the Breeders’ Cup in the United States Facing significant competition against a pretty handy field, Battle Cry defied his odds of 10-1. As the cohort wheeled into the straight, it seemed he had too much ground to cover. However, under the guidance of jockey Ryan Moore, the Battle Cry unleashed a rousing burst of speed, clinching victory by a half-length over Samuel Colt – yet another classy 3YO by No Nay Never. Reflecting on Battle Cry's past anxiety, O'Brien commented, "We saw what happened to him in Doncaster last year. He just panicked but never did it before or after." O’Brien praised Moore's skillful ride and hinted at Battle Cry's potential, suggesting he might excel over a mile on firmer ground. With eyes on future races, O'Brien speculated, "He could be a horse for the French or the Irish Guineas."
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	NEW Petula a Second String for Miller's Quokka Bow
Tuesday, 9th April 2024
According to punters.com.au, Sky Racing has announced that promising WA filly Petula is set to compete in the second The Quokka (1200m) at Ascot on Saturday. With victories in four out of her nine career starts, Petula (Nicconi) impressed with a third-place finish in the Rock Magic Stakes (1000m) two weeks ago, prompting Sky Racing to secure her participation in the prestigious $5 million invitational event. Trained by Simon Miller, Petula's entry into The Quokka adds depth to Miller's quest for glory, complementing the presence of Amelia's Jewel (Siyouni), one of the most dominant raceshorses in WA. Despite being considered an underdog at $21 fixed, Petula's inclusion has stirred interest, with stablemate Amelia's Jewel leading the pack at $3.50, followed by defending champion Overpass at $5. Paul Carew, Tabcorp Chief Operating Officer, expressed satisfaction in securing Petula for Sky Racing's The Quokka slot, pointing to her recent performance and potential. Carew highlighted the collaboration with Miller in selecting Petula, underscoring Sky Racing's commitment to promoting local talent and leveraging insights from leading form analysts. Miller echoed Carew's sentiments, describing Petula as an exceptional filly with limitless potential. Emphasising Petula's remarkable turn of foot and past victories, Miller expressed confidence in her ability to make an impact in the upcoming race. He stressed the significance of The Quokka event as a transformative force in the Western Australian racing industry.
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	NEW Fillies Chasing Juvenile Success at Sandown
Tuesday, 9th April 2024
After 19 initial nominations, Wednesday's Sportsbet Bet With Mates Handicap (1200m) is down to a final field of eight juvenile acceptances with only two having previously raced. A winner on debut before fifth at his second start in the Magic Millions Ballarat 2YO Classic, the Henry Dwyer-trained Macocha (Street Boss-Bright Abyss, by Royal Academy) has been allocated the top weight of 59kg and from barrier 2, regular jockey Mitch Aitken will once again be aboard the $180,000 Magic Millions yearling sale graduate. Dropping back considerably in class from her last start eighth in the Gr3 Thoroughbred Breeders Stakes, the Ben, Will & JD Hayes-trained Blue Allure (Blue Point-Attracted, by Commands) has previous form behind the triple Listed winner Bold Bastille (Brazen Beau) and Gr1 winner Hayasugi (Royal Meeting), and if she's taken no harm from her last start effort, the filly is sure to be in the race for some time. Set to be the second runner out of her Gr3-winning dam, Godolphin's Twilight Zone (Exceed And Excel-Antelucan, by Domesday) is sure to be well educated with the A & S Freedman-trained filly going into the race with four jump outs under her belt. Successful in a recent jump out, the Michael Kent trained Gellhorn (Omaha Beach-Sigrid, by Brazen Beau) looks as if she's capable of making a winning debut. Out of a winning half-sister to dual Gr3 winner Gabbidon (Bel Esprit), the Ethan Brown ridden filly will jump away from barrier 5.
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	NEW Technical Issue at Sha Tin Dents Turnover
Tuesday, 9th April 2024
A technical malfunction prevented simulcast turnover from sailing past HK$400 million for the second consecutive weekend on Saturday, reported scmp.com. "It was an issue which was very technical," CEO Winfried Engelbrecht-Bresges said. "There was an issue with one of the account processors and it took a lot longer to resolve than is normally the case. It should not happen, but we will definitely strengthen processes." Punters in Hong Kong were unable to log into their accounts for the first two races at Randwick. "I think it was a successful day with very good results, especially when we had to overcome a technical issue which dented the first two races," Engelbrecht-Bresges said. "I hear the feedback from Australia was very good. We had HK$40 million [bet] on the South African Derby, which is an amazing amount for them and I think there is further potential. From May we will introduce new protocols with the option for multi bets." Turnover for the 12 races from Randwick and Turffontein reached HK$390.9 million, compared to the previous weekend's 12 races from Melbourne, Sydney and Dubai which hit HK$436.5 million.
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	World Filly Record Underpins Huge Easter Finale
Tuesday, 9th April 2024
It was a day of staggering drama, global records and the most incredible bidding and theatre ever witnessed in a thoroughbred sales ring as the hugely anticipated daughter of Pierro and Winx set a world record price for a yearling filly at Riverside. Lot 391 – as the Winx filly had become affectionately known in the lead-up to her sale – sold for a staggering $10 million to Woppitt Bloodstock on Day 2 of the Easter Yearling Sale, having been offered in the Coolmore draft. On an astonishing day at Riverside:
	The Pierro x Winx filly's price of $10m eclipsed the previous world record for a yearling filly set in 2013 and decimated the Southern Hemisphere yearling record price of $5 million
	The I Am Invincible x Booker filly sold for $3m, making her the second-most expensive filly ever sold in the Southern Hemisphere behind only the Pierro x Winx filly
	Both the I Am Invincible filly and Pierro filly were sold by Coolmore and played a significant role in them being crowned leading vendor, selling 32 lots for a gross of $27,615,000
	A total of 14 lots realised $1m or more on Monday, taking the sale's tally to 18 seven-figure lots
	The sale gross of $150,855,000 and average of $429,786 was a 9% and 11% respectively year-on-year increase
	Inglis' Sale Day Live broadcast saw extraordinary global reach with almost 550,000 views between the Inglis website, Inglis Facebook page and YouTube Channel to almost 100 different countries
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The $10m Pierro-Winx Filly set a world record (pic: inglis.com.au)
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	Pierro-Winx Filly a Once in a Lifetime Purchase
Tuesday, 9th April 2024
The Pierro x Winx filly at 2024's Inglis Easter Sale was always going to attract significant global interest and it didn't disappoint, with an incredible bidding duel in a full Riverside auditorium creating the most extraordinary theatre. The room fell silent as the filly entered the ring but it was fireworks for the next three minutes as Woppitt Bloodstock's Debbie Kepitis and Resolute Racing's John Stewart traded bids ferociously before Kepitis came out victorious at $10 million. "I didn't come here to buy this horse originally. We put her up for auction and then in the past few weeks, all of the family, we started to miss our 'daughter/granddaughter' so we just decided as best we could, if we could get her, we would,'' an emotional Kepitis said post-sale. "I am privileged to have been able to secure this filly on behalf of my family. She's Australian forever and she's going to be just fabulous. Thank you to everybody around the world who has taken this on board, it's been thrilling to watch it and we're lucky enough that we came out winners.'' Coolmore's Tom Magnier admitted he's never witnessed anything like what he did at Riverside today. "You wouldn't see this anywhere else in the world,'' Magnier said. "You wouldn't see the build-up, you wouldn't see the hype and atmosphere today, I've never witnessed anything like it at any auction house around the world. It's just the perfect story. I knew she was going to make a very high figure because somebody is buying history. She is a classic, a collectors' item and there's only one person who deserved this today and that's Debbie." Magnier opined, "It's a dream story. I don't think you can put a value on a filly like that. It's just incredible, I'm delighted.''
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An emotional Debbie Kepitis signs for Woppit Bloodstock's $10m buy (pic: Steve Hart)
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	Stewart Nails Booker Filly after Winx Filly Runner-Up
Tuesday, 9th April 2024
Monday's second top lot on Day 2 of this year's Inglis Easter Sale lot was the I Am Invincible x Booker filly of Coolmore's, which sold to Resolute Racing's John Stewart, who was under-bidder on the Winx filly earlier in the day. She was one of six lots purchased by Stewart over the past two days. "What a phenomenon. It's fantastic that our two continents were connected through this sale in a situation like this,'' Stewart said. "I flew out to Australia a few weeks ago to look at these horses and while I absolutely wanted to buy the Winx filly, I also absolutely wanted to buy this Booker filly, she was my other favourite filly on the farm at Coolmore when I went there so to be able to buy her today at Inglis is fantastic. "I'm very thankful to have met the Inglis team over the past couple of weeks and it's been a lot of fun and hopefully I've bought some great horses to get our program started in Australia.'' Coolmore's Tom Kennedy commented, "I don't think anyone's ever witnessed anything like what we saw today, it got world-wide attention, the tweets, the media, the text messages, the WhatsApp groups, the phone calls, it just hasn't stopped all week. A lot of people got up in the middle of the night to watch the broadcast from around the world, it's just a fantastic result for everyone involved.''
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	Inglis Bloodstock CEO Stunned by Results
Tuesday, 9th April 2024
Equally amazed at what he witnessed on Monday, Inglis Bloodstock CEO Sebastian Hutch explained, "It was a real privilege for our company to have the opportunity to offer a horse of [Winx's] magnitude and for it to play out the way it has and to facilitate this scale of interest that we've had has been incredible,'' Hutch said. "Today was a day the Australian industry can be proud of. To have every major television network, every major newspaper, so many national radio stations here at Riverside, the images and vision from today that are going around the world paints our industry in a magnificent light and I'm really proud that we have helped play some small role in that." Hutch revealed, "This year's Easter Sale will go down most likely as the second best in history, I mean an average of almost $430,000 is extraordinary, a gross of over $150m, they're numbers we couldn't have dreamed about but what it means is a lot of breeders and vendors are going home happy and I'm delighted with that." He acknowledged, "It would be remiss of me not to give a special thanks to the ownership group of the Winx filly – the Kepitis, Tighe and Treweeke families – for entrusting Inglis with her sale today and I hope we did them proud." Buyers' attention now switches to Inglis Digital, with the April (Early) Sale now open for bidding. A catalogue of 372 entries has been finalised for the sale. The final countdown of bidding commences from 10am Wednesday. Meanwhile, the 2024 Inglis Easter statistics are below (2023 in brackets):
	Lots sold: 351 (352)
	Clearance rate: 79% (83%)
	Average Price: $429,786 ($391,108)
	Median Price: $300,000 ($280,000)
	Top Price: $10,000,000 ($1,800,000)
	Gross: $150,855,000 ($137,670,000)
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	Moody and Coleman Gearing Up for SA Carnival
Tuesday, 9th April 2024
Getting their eye in at Adelaide over the weekend, Peter Moody and co-trainer Katherine Coleman quickly put their stamp on the 2024 Adelaide Racing Carnival which hits full swing this weekend at Morphettville, reports racingsa.com.au. The leading Victorian stable, which also had Golden Slipper placed Coleman place again in Sydney's Gr1 Inglis Sires Produce, produced Lincolnshire for a brilliant debut victory in the $120,000 Listed Dequetteville Stakes (1000m) on the Parks at Morphettville last weekend to follow up their Listed Clare Lindop Stakes success with Quickster, who backs up in this weekend's Auraria Stakes at Morphettville. Like Quickster, sporting the Rosemont Stud colours, Lincolnshire overcome an awkward start to drive underneath horses and lead throughout with Carleen Hefal in the saddle to hold off fast-finishing local boom 2YO Karavas (xxx) "I've done a few gallops on her and what she's done is very professional,'' Hefal said. "She was very relaxed going around to the gates, she did step a little slow but she mustered her speed very quickly. "It's nice to ride a winner for these colours and Moody,'' she said. With four million races coming up, Adelaide will quickly become a focal point for the industry.
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	Stars Could Align for Bennett Racing Duo
Tuesday, 9th April 2024
Following his setback in the William Reid Stakes where he missed the jump, the Leon and Troy Corstens-trained sprinter The Astrologist remains firmly focused on Adelaide’s The Goodwood, despite a less than ideal performance. Despite his forget-the-run outing at The Valley, where he only managed to surpass one rival, the 7YO had bounced back to somewhere near his best with a highly commendable third place finish in the Newmarket Handicap last month. Nathan Bennett, part-owner and founder of Bennett Racing, reassured supporters of The Astrologist that the multiple Group 1-placed son of Zoustar is in good spirits post the William Reid, attributing the disappointing performance to a sluggish start and a subsequent struggle to find optimal positioning in the race. Bennett noted The Astrologist's strength lies in his ability to command the pace upfront, a tactic he was unable to apply at The Valley. According to racing.com, The Astrologist's campaign will include the VOBIS Gold Sprint at Caulfield on April 27 as a lead-up to The Goodwood, mirroring his successful route two years ago, where he secured third place finishes in both races. Meanwhile, Bennett Racing's Gr1 Australian Guineas hero Southport Tycoon (Written Tycoon) will redirect his focus towards the All-Aged Stakes on April 20 after a late withdrawal from the Doncaster Mile last Saturday.
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Southport Tycoon is being aimed at the All-Aged in two weeks (pic: Mark Gatt)
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	Seascapes Could Add Instant Easter Update
Tuesday, 9th April 2024
Wednesday's Eve Electrical 2YO Handicap (1100m) at Gosford sees a field of 11 juveniles assembled, with only three of the runners having faced the starter in the past. On race form alone, the Stephen O'Halloran-trained Nymphadora (Yes Yes Yes-Miss Hufflepuff, by Encosta de Lago) looks hard to beat, especially off some recent stakes race efforts. On pedigree, the Michael Freedman-trained Seascape (I Am Invincible-Adrift, by Zabeel) has it all going for her. A full-sister to the $1.05m yearling purchase Zarastro (I Am Invincible) who is a multiple Listed winner as part of the Tony Gollan yard, the current yearling, also by Yarraman Park Stud's Champion sire sold as Lot 406 on Monday at the Inglis Easter yearling sale to Kia Ora, TFI, Gai Waterhouse & Adrian Bott and Kestrel Thoroughbreds for $1.15m. Having had two trials under her belt, the Fairway Thoroughbreds bred and raced filly was last seen when finishing a narrow second to stablemate Balmoral (Royal Meeting) in a 1050m Randwick barrier trial. From the family of Gr1 winners Maldivian (Zabeel) and Entriviere (Tavistock), Seascape is a highly valuable commodity post her racing career. With Jason Collett in the saddle, fresh from teaming up with Freedman to record success in last Saturday's Gr1 Inglis Sires' on Manaal (Tassort), Seascapes may need to be ridden in similar fashion after drawing wide in the outside barrier of 11. Another pair who come into the race off trial wins is the Godolphin trained pair of Novara (Epaulette-Italy, by Domesday) and Obscure (Exceed And Excel-Philosophy, by Street Cry). With the pair both making their debuts here over the 1100m, neither should be discounted after showing improvement from one trial to another.
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	Melbourne Cup Carnival Returns Record Figures
Tuesday, 9th April 2024
The Melbourne Cup Carnival has delivered its highest ever return to Victoria with $468.3 million in gross economic benefit generated in 2023, a 10.9 per cent increase on 2022, according to the VRC. The Melbourne Cup Carnival provided the largest economic contribution by a Victorian major event last year and brings the total contribution in the past decade to more than $3.7 billion, as the positive benefits reach a wide range of industries including retail, accommodation, entertainment and hospitality. Increases were recorded in multiple categories, with an increased spend on accommodation to $43.1 million (up 22 per cent) and $32 million on food and beverage (up 13.5 per cent). Cup Week continues to draw people to Victoria and in 2023 the event was directly responsible for bringing 67,555 individual visitors to the state, a 10.9 per cent increase on 2022 and the second highest number of out-of-state visitors since tracking commenced in 2007. As one of the state's flagship major events, the Melbourne Cup Carnival has attracted more than half a million interstate and international visitors to Victoria in the past decade, including the impact of several years of travel restrictions. The economic impact and engagement study conducted by market research company IER found that $605.7 million in direct expenditure was generated across Australia from Lexus Melbourne Cup Day activity nationally, and event and attendees at the Melbourne Cup Carnival in 2023. Record economic activity was supported by an increase in attendance at Flemington Racecourse across Cup Week to more than 262,000, a 7.5 per cent increase on the year prior. Research reveals that more 18-29 year-olds attended the Melbourne Cup Carnival in 2023 than in 2022 and they now account for greater than 20% of total attendances, with more than a third of first-time attendees coming from this age group. TAB Champions Stakes Day saw the largest portion attendances by racegoers aged under 30 at nearly 30 per cent. The Lexus Melbourne Cup has a reach unrivalled by any other Australian horse race, having been broadcast to around 209 countries with a global audience reach of approximately 750 million in 2023.




	Significant Other Key Melbourne Cup Data Revealed
Tuesday, 9th April 2024
Meanwhile, amongst other key findings from the IER 2023 Melbourne Cup Carnival economic impact and national engagement study are:
	Tourism: 67,555 individual visitors from interstate and overseas. Engagement with the New Zealand market remains strong, with the highest attendance since 2016 at 9,800. Kiwi visitors made up more than 58% of total attendances by international visitors, with healthy increases in attendances by visitors from the United Kingdom (2,641), United States (1,056) and Ireland (1,174). On the domestic front, New South Wales recorded increased attendances (37,518) in 2023 while attendances from Western Australia rose well beyond pre-pandemic levels (12,245). 2023 Lexus Melbourne Cup Day saw 8,610 cruise ship passengers in attendance, coming from three Melbourne Cup Carnival themed cruises out of Sydney and Brisbane.
	Retail: $49.4 million spent on retail, fashion and grooming including 262,978 fashion purchases. The retail spend covered more than 44,000 hats and fascinators, 38,000 shoes, 42,000 dresses and 14,000 suits.
	Accommodation: $43.1 million spent on accommodation, a 22 per cent increase year on year. 218,916 bed nights with more than 70 per cent of out of state visitors staying in hotels.
	Hospitality: $32 million was spent on food and beverage as people embraced the culinary scene both at Flemington and around the city. The carnival was serviced by six catering companies, including Crown Melbourne which is the hospitality services partner of the VRC. Cup Week also featured 16 different food vendors.
	National Engagement: 11 million people watched, listened or engaged in an activity to celebrate the Lexus Melbourne Cup. Of that 11 million, more than six million people or 29.9 per cent of the national adult population, celebrated the day by attending an event. This is up from 28.6 per cent in 2022 and is now at its highest level ever recorded. Of those six million, 1.8 million attended a restaurant, pub, club or RSL while 1.5 million attended a private house party.


	Collett Makes Tough Group 1 Choice
Tuesday, 9th April 2024
It was an agonising decision for jockey Samantha Collett in selecting her mount for the Gr1 Fiber Fresh NZ Thoroughbred Breeders’ Stakes (1600m) at Te Aroha on Saturday, and she is hoping she has chosen wisely, according to loveracing.nz Collett had the choice of Group 1 winner Travelling Light (El Roca), last start Group 3 winner Coventina Bay (NZ) (Shamexpress), and exciting Group 1 performer Levante (NZ) (Proisir). Incredibly busy Waikato hoop elected to go with the latter based on her potential, but admitted it was an extremely hard decision. “It has been a hard decision, but Levante is the way I have gone,” Collett said. “They [connections] have all been extremely loyal to me, which is what made the decision harder. Travelling Light was such a star three-year-old for me and Coll MacRury, her owner, and Ben Foote (trainer) were loyal to me for her whole 3YO season. My strike-rate with Rob (Patterson, trainer of Coventina Bay) is one of the best I have with any trainer at the moment, and Rob and Coventina Bay’s owners have been great.” Collett pointed out, “I knew if I didn’t commit to Ken’s (Kelso, co-trainer of Levante) mare there was going to be a high chance I might not get to ride her again.” Collett has a distinct advantage heading into Saturday’s feature race over her fellow riders, having been familiar with a third of the field. “Both Coventina Bay and Levante are horses that are going to get back, which always makes it a bit tricky, especially when you are giving horses like Avantage a head-start, which has been the undoing of Levante a couple of times already,” Collett observed.
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Levante has been selected by Collett for Saturday (pic: Race Images)

	Champion Hong Kong Sprinter Back on Top
Tuesday, 9th April 2024
Lucky Sweynesse, guided by jockey Hugh Bowman and trained by Manfred Man, secured back-to-back victories in the HK$5.35 million G2 Sprint Cup (1200m) at Sha Tin on Sunday, reports racingnews.hkjc.com. Overcoming recent setbacks, Lucky Sweynesse dominated the rain-soaked track, finishing in 1m 09.17s as the favored contender. Invincible Sage claimed second place, with Flying Ace coming in third. Bowman, who is the latest of a number of riders to ride the Hong Kong champion, praised Lucky Sweynesse as Hong Kong's premier sprinter, emphasising the horse's consistency and esteemed status. With earnings now totaling HK$74.27 million, Lucky Sweynesse boasts an impressive record of 16 wins from 24 starts, including four Group 1 triumphs. Last season, he was crowned Hong Kong Champion Sprinter (2022/23). In the race, Lucky Sweynesse initially lagged behind as Nervous Witness led the pack. Bowman strategically maneuvered the New Zealand-bred 5YO, accelerating in the final stretch to overtake a resilient Invincible Sage. Despite recent setbacks, Lucky Sweynesse's trainer, Man expressed satisfaction with the victory and outlined plans for the upcoming HK$22 million Gr1 Chairman’s Sprint Prize (1200m) on FWD Champions Day. Having won three times this season, Lucky Sweynesse's form remains strong, with Man acknowledging Bowman's adept handling of the horse. The trainer is looking forward to Lucky Sweynesse's next outing, where he will likely be reunited with fly-in jockey James McDonald. Update: South China Morning Post (SCMP) reports that Lucky Sweynesse has suffered a fetlock fracture and will be out for the remainder of the Hong Kong season.
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Lucky Sweynesse has bounced back to winning form (pic: hkjc.com)

	Zoustar Enjoys Sensational Start to Easter
Tuesday, 9th April 2024
Widden Stud’s exceptional stallion Zoustar was the star on Day 1 of the Easter Yearling Sale, providing the top two lots and four of the top six on a day where blue chip fillies rose to the fore. The Day 1 top lot was a Zoustar x Prompt Response filly from Widden, which sold to James Harron Bloodstock for $2.2m, making her the most expensive yearling sold in the Southern Hemisphere this year so far.” Zoustar is absolutely flying and his fillies are doing an outstanding job as well. She was a standout in the sale for us and I’m very happy to get her,” Harron said “She is a great type, obviously a beautiful filly, lovely quality, fantastic depth to her and a really lovely action, just a very special filly. The family’s been bred up really nicely and it’s one of those pages that you might look back on in 10 to 12 years’ time and it’s thickened right out from what is a really tough, high-end race mare.” Widden’s principal Antony Thompson was also delighted to see his star stallion Zoustar have arguably the best day of his career in a sales ring. “We took a big position with him and have always had enormous belief so it’s very satisfying to see him doing what he’s doing and the way he’s sold today has been phenomenal,’’ he said. Consigned by Segenhoe Stud, Sunday’s second top lot was a Zoustar x Fundamentalist colt, which Coolmore’s Tom Magnier bought for $1.9m. The colt will be trained by Chris Waller at Rosehill. The result was a huge one for 2023-2024’s leading Black Type Vendor Segenhoe, with Peter O’Brien declaring: “The colt was off the charts during inspections, he’d had more inspections than any horse we’ve ever had at Easter, he was never in his box all week. “We’re delighted, it’s a huge result. We had a reserve of $700,000 on him so we’re over the moon.’’
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Zoustar's Prompt Response filly was in huge demand (pic: inglis.com.au)

	$1.8m Vinnie Filly Exceeds Expectations at Riverside
Tuesday, 9th April 2024
Sunday’s third top lot at the Inglis Easter Yearling Sale – an I Am Invincible x Notting Hill filly - sold to Nick Wakim of Hilldene Farm for $1.8m. She was offered by Yarraman Park on behalf of Craig Bernick and the filly will be trained by Ciaron Maher. “Craig bought the mare out from America and sent her to Vinnie and what a great result. She’s just a smashing type, magnificent physical and from one of the great Australian families,’’ Yarraman’s Harry Mitchell said. “Everyone’s happy, I mean it’s a great price, a huge price. We certainly weren’t expecting $1.8m, you never do but the really, really good ones always make more than you think they will. “When they come out and look like queens, especially when it’s a special style of Vinnie filly, you’re talking Loving Gaby, Estriella, Tiz Invincible, Imperatriz, he’s a phenomenal sire of fillies and the big boys all want them and I can see why.’’ Wakim added: “It was more than I wanted to pay but I know the family well…and this was a beautiful filly and an opportunity to get back into the family. She’s the best filly I’ve seen for a long time as a matter of fact and one of the best two fillies I’ve seen ever.” Wakim stated, “It was tense bidding but I’ll tell you when I want one, nobody can take me off it.’’
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                	Amarina Farm
	Arrowfield Stud
	Berkeley Park Stud
	Bhima Thoroughbreds
	Bombora Downs
	Bowness Stud
	Cannon Hayes Stud
	Cressfield
	Evergreen Stud
	Goodwood Farm
	Kia Ora
	Kingstar Farm
	Lime Country Thoroughbreds
	Mill Park Stud
	Murrulla Stud
	Newgate Farm
	Newhaven Park
	North
	Segenhoe Stud
	Silverdale Farm
	Sledmere Stud
	Torryburn Stud
	Tyreel Stud
	Vinery Stud
	Widden Stud
	Willow Park Stud
	Yarraman Park Stud


            


            
                2023 BTR Stud Stallions

                BTP STUD STALLIONS
	Sire
	A Lot Established
	Aclaim Established
	Adelaide Established
	Admire Mars 1st crop 2YOs
	Akeed Mofeed Established
	Al Maher Established
	All American Established
	All Too Hard Established
	Alpine Eagle Established
	Anacheeva Established
	Anamoe 2nd Season
	Artie Schiller Established
	Astern Established
	Awesome Rock Established
	Barbados Established
	Barbaric 3rd Season
	Better Than Ready Established
	Bivouac 1st crop 2YOs
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